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HIRTER MORCHL

HIRTER PRIVAT PILS

Dark Lager
5.0% abv
This dark lager's seductive color is due to the dark
brewing malt, hops and caramel malt, while its
smooth taste comes from the soft mountain spring
water used in the brewing process. Beer lovers
appreciate its dry maltiness on the palate and
pleasantly rounded, faintly bitter finish.

Pilsner
5.2% abv
Brewed according to ancient Bohemian recipes and
left to mature with prolonged aging process, this
pilsner has a different and distinct taste compare
to the typical North German pils. Hirter Privat Pils
is highly fermented, resulting in a naturally slender
taste that can be considered "semi-dry."

6/4/16.9oz Can #11391

6/4/16.9oz Can #11393

2/12/12oz Can
#65000

2/12/12oz Can
#65001

2/12/12oz Can
#65002

AMERICAN CRAFT
1911 HONEYCRISP

HONEYCRISP

6/4/16oz Can #11688

Small Batch Cider
7.0% abv
1911 Honeycrisp Hard Cider brings a fan favorite
apple to your can. Made from 100% estate grown
Honeycrisp apples. *Gluten Free

2 TOWNS BLUEBERRY COSMIC CRISP

4/6/12oz Can

2 TOWNS OUTCIDER

12/16.9oz Can #40908 6/4/12oz Can #40908

2 TOWNS STRAWBERADE

12/19.2oz Can

2 TOWNS TROPICAL COSMIC CRISP

4/6/12oz Can #41000

#41098

Imperial Cider
8.0% abv
Imperial Cosmic Crisp & Northwest Blueberry Cider.
Craft with Cosmic Crisp® apples and Northwest
blueberries. This celestrial jam will transport
you across the galaxy!

Unfiltered Hard Cider
6.0% abv
Rugged and fresh, OutCider isn't afraid of taking
the trail less traveled. Jonagold apples are pressed,
fermented, and left unfiltered, so you can experience
their raw character.

#--------

Strawberry Lemonade Cider 6.5% abv
Fruity & Quenching, Strawberade packs the best of
the west into every sip. Juicy, west coast strawberries
and tangy, California Meyer lemons blend perfectly
with NW apples to make a pink lemonade cider that
will have you living your zest life!

Imperial Cider
8.0% abv
Imperial Cosmic Crisp, Passion Fruit & Hibiscus Cider.
Shred the galactic gnar with this interstellar island
variation of Cosmic Crisp apples, don't forget your
shades and SPF 10100, we're getting pitted on
some epic solar flares!
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5 RABBIT LA PINA DE MIS OJOS

6/4/16oz Can #60286

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#60250
#60249

AROUND THE BEND DREAM WEAVER

6/4/16oz Can #11122

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#11124
#11123

6/4/16oz Can #10094

1/2 bbl Keg

#10098

AROUND THE BEND GHOST OF 'LECTRICITY 4/6/12oz Can #10055 1/2 bbl Keg

#10001
#10003

Sour Pineapple Ale
7.0% abv 25 ibu
This beer starts with a spontaneous tepache-style
fermentation of fresh pineapple juice and skins, then
blended into a kettle-soured beer before
boiling, cooling, and fermenting.

Vienna Lager
5.2% abv 21 ibu
Lightly kilned malts of Britain met the bottom fermenting
yeast of Bavaria. A sweet & spicy hop aroma leads the
way, followed by medium-heavy toasted malt flavor - all in
balance, restrained and quaffable.

AROUND THE BEND REWIND
Hefeweissbier
5.3% abv 11 ibu
Once in a while it pays to pull out your old
records and remember how we got here. So this
Hefeweissbier (the original hazy beer style) doesn’t
have any foreign adjuncts or other tricks; just great
banana and spice character and classic brewing
processes. Rewind is light and refreshing!

1/6 bbl Keg

Kölsch
4.9% abv 24 ibu
Refreshing, crisp finish, totally sessionable. Everything
you'd expect from a traditional Kölsch-style beer. Using
a first-wort-hopping process, which smoothes out the
bitterness profile while amping up the overall hop
presence, leaving you with a noticeable, but not
too bitter finish

AROUND THE BEND
STRAWBERRY PIE A LA MODE

6/4/16oz Can

#-------

Pastry Stout
6.0% abv
Lightly-soured ale with starwberry, ginger, latose
& spelt flavor!
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AROUND THE BEND VALERIE

6/4/16 oz Can
5.0% abv 11.4 ibu
For a limited time, Around The Bend took their popular
Pistachio Cream Ale and added a touch of sweet Meyer
Lemon. Delicate in flavor and brewed with Caravienne malt
for a touch of extra body, this beer will have you ready to
tip-toe through the tulips!

#--------

Meyer Lemon Cream Ale

BEACH ST. VODKA SODA
Real Vodka Soda
5.0% abv
An authentic classically shaped vodka combined
with all natural flavors, one simple gram of cane sugar
and pure carbonated water. No preservatives, artificial
colors, sweeteners, or gluten!
100 CALORIES / 1g CANE SUGAR

6/4/12oz Can #11420

6/4/12oz Can #11419

6/4/16oz Can

#18112

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#18029
#18052

BEGYLE DICEY RILEY

6/4/16oz Can #18169

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#18078
#18077

BEGYLE DUCKS FLY TOGETHER

6/4/16oz Can

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#18172
#18171

BEGYLE BOAT SHOES
Kölsch
5.0% abv
With a moderate amount of bitterness and a crisp,
dry finish, this light, malt-forward Kölsch is made
for leisure. It might be what a fool believes, but
we think that peaceful, easy felling is more of a
mindset than anything a rich girl can buy.

Irish-Style Red Ale
5.0% abv
This malty red ale is brewed using traditional Maris
Otter malt and has a slightly sweet, biscuity flavor
with a mild finish.

Dry-Hopped American Lager 5.0% abv
Medium bitter, with orange rind and lemon zest
notes, this easy-drinking, dry-hopped American Lager
ends with a biscuity/malty finish. Wherever your
Flying V takes you and your crew, it's a great beer for
sharing with friends!
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BEGYLE IT HAD TO BE CITRA

6/4/16oz Can #18122

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

BRECKENRIDGE NITRO IRISH STOUT

6/4/13.9oz Can #36514

NITRO

Double IPA
8.0% abv
Four days of dry-hopping produces a torrid affair of
bold, juicy, pineapple-mango flavors that inevitably
finish with lingering bitterness. Dont pretend it was
wrong. It had the be Citra!

NITRO

Irish Stout
4.8% abv 38 ibu
Brewed with Irish malts and roasted barley, this
easy-going stout adds a welcoming Colorado spirit to a
classic old world style. Dark malty flavors evolve into a
notable dry character, while the nitrogen charge creates
a soft pillowy head that smooths every sip.
No glass? No worries. We’ve canned the cascade.
Indulge in the nitro experience anywhere life takes you.

#18150
#18091

1/2 bbl Keg #36515
1/6 bbl Keg #36384

CAPITAL MAIBOCK

4/6/12oz Can #36406

1/6 bbl Keg
#36408
2/12/12oz Can #36407

CRAFTED MEAD POLLEN-NATION

12/500mL Btl. #39008

1/6 bbl Keg

CRAFTED MEAD DRAGON HEART

12/500mL Btl. #39009

Maibock
6.2% abv
A seasonal lager with a deep, golden color and
smooth presence. Brewed with Liberty and Hallertau
hops, utilizing Brewers and Honey malts.

#39011

Session Mead
6.0% abv
Honey sweetness with a touch of blackberry tartness
is balanced by an addition of Saigon cinnamon. It is
then dry-hopped with whole leaf Cascade hops.
2014 Gold Medal & 2015 Bronze Medal winner at
the Mazer Cup International Mead Competition.

Session Mead
6.0% abv
The Dragon Heart flowed with the fury of apple cider
and the sweetness of wildflower honey. Mixing and
mingling with tart cherry and raspberry, the unseen
force it possessed could shift the balance of power
for milennia. For good or evil may rule the day but
only one may rule the Dragon Heart!
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CRAFTED MEAD THE DISPEAR

12/500mL Btl. #39006

CRAFTED MEAD CRAFTED SAMPLER PACK
Session Mead
6.0% abv
The Crafted Sampler Pack contains three bottle each
of four different styles of Crafted's award-winning
meads. It's an easy and affordable way to get started
with a great selection of Crafted's modern meads!

12/500mL Btl. #39005

CRYSTAL LAKE CLUB 400

4/6/12oz Can #55058

CRYSTAL LAKE HOPTOPUS

6/4/16oz Can #55008

CRYSTAL LAKE TOO MUCH COLOGNE

4/6/12oz Can #55032

Session Mead
6.0% abv
The Dispear combines juicy pear with the fragrant
spice note of cardamom. Although not a part of our
year round line-up, The Dispear has consistently been
produced every year since 2016. Hand grinding green
cardamom pods just prior to making the addition
provide a fresh punch of cardamom
straight to the face. LIMITED RELEASE

American Lager
4.8% abv
This crisp, easy drinking lager is perfect for a summer
day amongst the bricks & ivy. Crafted with our
friends at Club 400 in mind, this beer is clean and
refreshing, with minimal bitterness, so that you can
celebrate with a "W" in style.

Imperial Hazy IPA
8.5% abv 30 ibu
A smooth, yet powerful, Imperial Hazy IPA. Bursting
with tropical flavors and aromas, it packs a citrus
punch with very little bitterness - truly a beer worthy
of its namesake. Because we bellieve one legged
deserves another.

German Kölsch-Style Ale
5.2% abv
Brewed in collaboration with Plank Road Tap Room
in Elgin, IL. Brilliantly clear with a pleasant light
fruitness greeting your nose. Flavors of fresh pear
and white grape along a hint of hop spice follow with
a touch of wheat malt adding to the complexity. The
finish is clean and refreshing leaving you
thirsty for more. Prost!
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1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#55039
#55038
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FLYING DOG TROPICAL BITCH

4/6/12oz Btls. #29041

Belgian IPA
8.0% abv 55 ibu
The aroma begins with the familiar Belgian yeast notes
as found in Raging Bitch, paired with aggressive notes
of bright pineapple and bubblegum. The flavor follows
the aroma with a peppery, and subtle pineapple.

FLYING DOG TRIPLE DOG

6/4/12oz Btl.

#29139

Triple IPA
18.6% abv 80 ibu
At a whopping 18% abv, Triple Dog is Flying Dog's
highest-octane brew. Citrus and resinous hop notes
dominate the aroma and flavor profile which ends with
a touch of alcohol sweetness and a dry finish.

GRUVI LAGER

4/6/12oz Can #37506

Golden Lager
0.0% abv
A classic American lager which is light, crisp, &
crushable. Brewed with Centennial hops for their
balanced bitterness and light citrus aromas.

GRUVI NITRO STOUT

4/6/12oz Can #37502

Stout
0.0% abv
Each batch begins with abbey malt, roasted barley and
chocolate malt. Then, the beer is brewed into a dry, full
bodied, non-alcoholic stout.

MAPLEWOOD THE SOUND
India Pale Ale
6.5% abv
A West Coast style IPA hopped with Simcoe,
Centennial, Chinook, and Amarillo Cryo. Brewed with
malt and hops both grown near the West Coast. This
IPA is bright and citrusy with hints of pine and resin.

6/4/16oz Can #32210

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#32225
#32211
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NEW PLANET BLONDE

4/6/12oz Can #12817

Blonde Ale
4.8% abv 15 ibu
Perfect for year-round enjoyment - think of our
Blonde ale as your go-to rafting, camping, and skiing
companion. This approachable beer is easy-going,
refreshingly light and crisp, with subtle hints of citrus.

NEW PLANET PALE

4/6/12oz Can #12816

Pale Ale
6.0% abv 33 ibu
This Pale Ale is full of bright, citrus fruit flavors with a
balanced hop character. This beer feels at home at the
top of a 14er, at the finish line of your latest triathlon,
and at your backyard cookout. Brewed with Bravo,
Cascade, and Falconer Flight hops.

NOON WHISTLE GUMMY VORTEX

6/4/16oz Can

#13674 1/2 bbl Keg

6/4/16oz Can

#13719

6/4/16oz Can

#13720

Double IPA
7.5% abv
A hazy IPA with a massive amount of Citra and Simcoe
hops. It has tropical aromas and very juicy flavors. The
hops are plentiful but the bitterness is not.

NOON WHISTLE CUBBIE GUMMY
DDH Hazy IPA
6.1% abv
This hazy IPA is full of Falconer's Flight. Citra,
and Simcoe hops, giving it a full bodied and juicy
mouthfeel that is perfect for a day baseball
in the bleachers.

NOON WHISTLE GUMMISKEY
DDH Hazy IPA
6.8% abv
Triple dry hopped with Idaho 7, Azacca, and El Dorado.
This hazy beer boasts tropical orchard flavors with a
sweet orange malt hue and a citrus finish.
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NOON WHISTLE GUAVA GOSE SMACK

6/4/12oz Can #13554

1/6 bbl Keg

#13541

6/4/16oz Can #34010

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#34012
#34011

6/4/16oz Can #33926

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#33928
#33927

6/4/16 oz Can #33961

1/2 bbl Keg

#33882

6/4/16oz Can #33923

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#33918
#33917

Sour Wheat Ale
4.0% abv
An initial sour SMACK with a salty and zesty finish.
Pink Himalayan Sea Salt and Coriander are balanced
by notes of pear and strawberry.

OLD IRVING URSA MAJOR
Baltic Porter
7.0% abv 24 ibu
Brewed with a high-quality floor-malted Bohemian
Dark, Munich, and chocolate malt and hopped with
noble hop Tettnang.

OLD IRVING BLOOD ORANGE CUSHY
Fruited Sour Ale
6.0% abv
Blood Orange variation the kettle-soured Ales series.
Brewed with Hallertau Blanc hops and
Blood Orange Juice.

OLD IRVING GOAT DESTROYER
Maibock Lager
7.0% abv
Game 7. | 11/2/2016
Maibock Lager brewed with 100% German malts
and hopped wih noble hops Tettnang, Hallertau
Mittelfrüher, & Saaz. First brewed to commemorate the
Cubs World Series win and the end of
the Billy Goat curse.

OLD IRVING SHOWER THOUGHTS
DDH DIPA
8.0% abv 48 ibu
Double Dry-Hopped Double IPA brewed with Motueka,
Simcoe, and El Dorado hops.
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PENROSE OVERFRÜT

6/4/12oz Can #18302

1/6 bbl Keg

#18316

6/4/16oz Can #18334

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#18336
#18335

6/4/16oz Can #18307

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#18331
#18425

6/4/16oz Can #60778

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#60722
#60721

Kettle Sour Ale
7.5% abv
Fruited kettle sour with boysenberries and blackberries
and brewed with lactose and vanilla.

PENROSE HIKING BOOTS
Vermont Style Double IPA
7.1% abv
This Vermont style Double IPA utilizes the "Conan"
yeast strain, inspired by the juice we drink out East
while peeping the leaves this time of year. Heady
aromas of way-too-ripe peach flash and the pine sap
stuck to your hiking boots.

16 FL. OZ.

LIL BOOTS
HAZY SESSION IPA

LEM
ON

OSAS

FLAVORS OF

PEEL

MIM

GOVERNMENT WARNING: (1) ACCORDING TO THE
SURGEON GENERAL, WOMEN SHOULD NOT DRINK
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES DURING PREGNANCY
BECAUSE OF THE RISK OF BIRTH DEFECTS.
(2) CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
IMPAIRS YOUR ABILITY TO DRIVE A CAR OR OPERATE
MACHINERY, AND MAY CAUSE HEALTH PROBLEMS.

BREWED & CANNED BY PENROSE BREWING CO.
509 STEVENS STREET, GENEVA, IL 60134, USA

ALE. CONTAINS: WHEAT
1 PINT (pt)

PENROSEBREWING.COM

PENROSE LIL BOOTS

LEMON LIME SPORTS DRINK

EL DO

RADO ®
, CITR

A®

5.0%

ALC / VOL

MOSA

PS
®
IC HO

Hazy Session IPA
5.0% abv
All of the tropical juice goodness of regular Goofy
Boots, we tuned the ABV down a little on Lil Boots
for a perfect warm weather refresher. Piled high with
El Dorado hops to complement the Citra and Mosaic
notes with levels of lemon-lime soda, pineapple
rind and mango essence

RAVINIA FOUR SHORE LAGER
Witbier
4.5% abv 13 ibu
Beaming a little North Shore love to our Quad
City Neighbors along the 41st parallel. Enjoy this
refreshingly crisp Belgian White Ale – our first
collaboration with good friends from Roots!
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RAVINIA ISLE OF LOST HOPS

6/4/16oz Can #60753

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#60755
#60754

6/4/16oz Can

#60776

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#60701
#60700

6/4/16oz Can #60777

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#60703
#60702

Hazy India Pale Ale
7.3% abv 18 ibu
Heading South to escape the cold? Frosty's tropical
paradise shines with pineapple and bright citrus
for a snap of sunshine without the ice-melting rays.
Hops include Sultana and Citra.

RAVINIA STEEP RAVINE
India Pale Ale
6.7% abv 40 ibu
Magically packed with citrus piquancy, aromatic pine,
and plenty of adventure... so keep your bum on the
saddle and enjoy this hop-forward,
smooth-drinking ride.

RAVINIA FOOD TRUCK
Pilsner
4.9% abv 23 ibu
You love food. You love trucks. You love food trucks.
We honor these noble carriages with a beer of equal
humility and deliciousness. Step up to the
window and enjoy!

RAVINIA DIVERSEY STATION

6/4/16oz Can #60775

Juicy Session Pale Ale 4.9% abv 28 ibu
This cross between old and new is represented in
our crushable, juicy session ale that combines the
drinkability of traditional beers with the hop-forward
flavors loved today!
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RAVINIA SOURCE OF TRUTH

6/4/16oz Can #60752

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#60750
#60751

4/6/12oz Can #61004

50L Keg

#61017

Imperial IPA
9.0% abv 60 ibu
This legendary concoction of hops (Galaxy & Simcoe)
unlocks the mind to expose the dank, tropical juiciness
pervading the underbelly of the universe.

ROGUE HONEY KÖLSCH
Kölsch
5.2% abv 26 ibu
Bready and slightly floral aromas on the nose,
subtle flavors of biscuit and honey, with a mild hop
bitterness that culminates in a crisp,
refreshing finish.

ROGUE GUMBEROO

4/6/12oz Can #61026

West Coast IPA
6.8% abv 66 ibu
Bigger than a bear with wild eyes and jagged teeth,
the Gumberoo rose from behind a stump with a mighty
roar. As the loggers scrambled to escape, beer spilled
onto the fire causing smoke to fill the air. Some say the
forest only wanted to send them a warning that night
as this stroke of smokey fortune helped hold off the
Gumberoo while the loggers got away.

SAUGATUCK
BLOOD ORANGE OVAL BEACH BLONDE
Blonde Ale
5.0% abv 11 ibu
Imagine squeezing a juicy blood orange directly into
a freshly poured pint. That’s what you have right here
in this beer. An enjoyable, bright, and flavor packed
Blonde Ale brewed with blood oranges.
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4/6/12oz Can #15066
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SAUGATUCK
BLUEBERRY LEMONADE SHANDY

1/2 bbl Keg
#14057
4/6/12oz Can #14083

1/6 bbl Keg
#14054
6/4/16oz Can #14094

4/6/12oz Can #13354

1/6 bbl Keg
#13342
NITRO 1/6 bbl Keg #14004

Radler
5.0% abv 11 ibu
You’re craving something light, refreshing and
unique. That’s why we created our tasty version of
a Radler with an added twist of blueberries. The
tart lemonade will help quench your thirst, while the
blueberry finishes off this perfectly invigorating beer.

SAUGATUCK MAGGIE’S IRISH ALE
Irish Red Ale
5.4% abv 20 ibu
This balanced, mahogany colored Irish ale is brewed
with locally harvested Michigan honey, creating
well rounded flavors of caramel and tea that sing in
beautiful symphony with hints of malt sweetness.

SAUGATUCK INTERPLANETARY LAGER

4/6/12oz Can

#--------

4/6/12oz Can

#--------

Lager
6.3% abv 39 ibu
Make space in the fridge for this clean, crushbale
India Pale Lager generously hopped with Galaxy and
Michigan grown Comet hops giving it a pleasant,
fruity flavor profile that's out of this world.

SCHLAFLY HAZY PUNCH IPA
Hazy IPA
6.0% abv 20 ibu
Hazy Punch IPA features a blend of Citra, Eclipse and
Mosaic hops that lends a juiciness to this hazy that
only gets amplified with additions of cara cara orange
and pineapple. The fruit alongside the hops come
together for a juicy combination that puts this
hazy over the top.
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SCHLAFLY WHITE LAGER
Lager
5.5% abv 20 ibu
This White Lager retains its yeast and emphasizing the
hazy hue, hint of orange zest, as well as, a silky finish.
This rare style dates back to the Middle Ages, when
beer was matured in deep vaults for months before
emerging smooth and rich in vitamins.

SCHLAFLY TASMANIAN IPA

2/12/16oz Can #45135
2/12/12oz Can #45137
4/6/12oz Can #45113

50L Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#45169
#45150

6/4/16oz Can

50L Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#45162
#45151

#45127 50L Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#45170
#45149

50L Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#45122
#45120

#45176

India Pale Ale
7.2% abv 65 ibu
This aromatic ale is heavy on those Australian Galaxy
hops and balanced in bitterness with recognizable fruit
notes of pineapple and tropical fruits.

SCHLAFLY SUMMER LAGER
Lager
5.0% abv 17 ibu
“Helles” translates from the German word for “light”
(a quality reminiscent of European lagers), and this
combination of malts, barley, and hops—specifically the
German Noble Mittelfrüh hop—creates a bright, golden
beer that imparts fresh grain characters
with a spicy, lemony flavor.

SCHLAFLY RASPBERRY HEFEWEIZEN
Fruit Wheat Beer
4.1% abv 17 ibu
A true fruit beer—not a fruit-flavored beer—that uses
real raspberry in the brewing process. Once the fruit’s
sugar ferments out, the aroma and flavor of raspberries
remains, making this a delightfully drinkable beer
that’s not too sweet or tart, but refreshing and
balanced with a naturally hazy pink color.
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4/6/12oz Btls.

2/12/16oz Can #45144
4/6/12oz Btls. #45130
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TEMPERANCE ADVENTUROUSLY MILD
Dark English Ale
4.0% abv
It pours a rich dark brown, opens with comforting
aromas of chocolate and burnt toast, then follows with
pronounced roasted chocolate malt flavors.

TEMPERANCE SPLASH OF RED

1/6 bbl Keg

#67182

6/4/12oz Can #67190

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#67205
#67191

6/4/16oz Can #11045

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#11027
#11038

6/4/16oz Can #67201
4/6/12oz Can #67181

1/2 bbl Keg

#67200

English Bitter
5.8% abv
Splash of Red is a sophisticated, nuanced & ultimately
unforgettable new limited release. It balances tart
cherry & Metric Coffee cold brew with the malt
backbone of the extra special bitter ale.

TEMPERANCE WHERE I'M FROM
Hazy IPA w/ Fruit
7.7% abv
A limited Hazy IPA with tangerine, vanilla, and orange
peel. Utilizing both Idaho 7 and Idaho Gen hops, the
combination creates a tropical fusion with the literal
juiciness from the citrus makes this a crowd favorite.

TIGHTHEAD BEARS CHOICE
American IPA
6.5% abv 73 ibu
An American IPA brewed with a mix of base, specialty,
and aromatic malts combined with the mango and
tangerine citrus from copious amounts of Mosaic hops
to create a perfectly balance IPA.
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TIGHTHEAD EVERYBODY LOVES CITRA

6/4/16oz Can #11061

DDH Pale Ale
5.6% abv
All the hops are added post-boil with 1.5 lbs./bbl of
Citra in the whirlpool and 1.5 lbs./bbl of Cryo Citra in
2 dry hop additions! The concentrated resins from the
Cryo Citra hops create an intense tropical, citrus aroma
and flavor that Everybody Loves!

TIGHTHEAD MECHANIC'S GROVE

6/4/16oz Can #11051

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#11040
#11054

6/4/16oz Can #11033

1/2 bbl Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#11001
#11000

6/4/16oz Can #15369

50L Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#15363
#15362

Maibock Lager
6.7% abv 27 ibu
The Maibock welcomes in the German beer garden
season. Lighter in color and more hoppy than Bock,
Mechanic's Grove is brewed with European pilsner and
Munich malt, Hallertauer hops, and Bavarian lager
yeast creating a refreshing, malty beer
with a crisp finish.

TIGHTHEAD SCARLET FIRE
Red Ale
5.6% abv 30 ibu
Brewed with roasted barley and caramel malt creating
a balance of malt sweetness and subtle toasty notes.
American ale yeast provides a clean finish with
traditional East Kent Golding hops.

UNCLE JOHN'S APPLE APRICOT
Semisweet Cider
6.5% abv
This sweeter blend of our traditional Apple blended
with apricot juice creates a refreshing cider to kick off
the spring and summer season.

APPLE
APRICOT
17

UNCLE JOHN'S SIDRA

de

TEPACHE

6/4/16oz can

#15322

Specialty Cider
6.9% abv
In the blend, they combined their traditional Apple
Hard Cider and sweetened it with pineapple juice and
piloncillo sugar. It is then seasoned with cinnamon
sticks and a whole clove.

50L Keg
1/6 bbl Keg

#15381
#15378

IMPORT BRANDS

AECHT SCHLENKERLA
HELLES LAGERBIER

20/16.9oz Btl. #36689

30L Keg
6/4/16oz Can

#36691
#23691

6/4/16.9oz Can #24024

30L Keg

#36725

Helles Lager
4.3% abv
Brewed in the same old copper kettles as the
classic smoke beer and fermented by the same
Aecht Schlenkerla yeast; however, no smoke malt
is used. Yet a slight smoky character persist!
NOW AVAILABLE IN CANS.

AECHT SCHLENKERLA FASTENBIER
Rauchbier
5.5% abv
Bottom-fermenting yeast gives the reddish brown
lentbeer a natural cloudiness. Its smoky aroma is
already noticeable in the smell, combined with a
fine hoppy note. In the drink the full-bodied, highly
drinkable lentbeer shows its strong malty flavor,
rounded up with the smoky taste and a light bitterness.
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IMPORT BRANDS

BREWED AND BOTTLED BY PRIVAT BRAUERI FRANZ
INSELKAMMER, AYING, GERMANY

IMPORTED BY: MERCHANT du VIN CORP., TUKWILA, WA 98188
merchantduvin.com

6/4/11.2oz Btl. #35761
AYINGER BRÄU WEISSE
20/16.9oz Btl. #35760
German Pils
5.1% abv 13 ibu
Traditional banana clove aroma flavor wheat beer with
yeast. This aristocratic beer has a champagne sparkle
and a beautifully sustained head. Pale in color, tart in
palate—a brut beer. Experience as an aperitif or with your
meal. Wheat beer has always been known as an elixir or
tonic, especially if the brewer’s yeast was left in
the bottled beer.

B r e we r y
330 ML

PRODUCT OF GERMANY

#35755

6/25.4oz Btl. #35523
AYINGER CELEBRATOR
6/4/11.2oz Btl. #20014
Bavarian Doppelbock
6.7% abv
A rich, dark elixer with cascading layers of malt complexity
balanced by elegant hops. Notes of toffee, caramel,
graceful dark-malt roastiness, and the essence of barley.
Lager fermentation leads to clean flavors and pinpoint
conditioning. Semi-dy finish.

11.2 FL. OZ.

BAVIK SUPER PILS

2/12/11.2oz Can #36956 1/2 bbl Keg

Pilsner
5.2% abv
A true Beglian Pilsner, crafted by Brewery De Brandere
in Bavikhove, Belgium. This uncompromised brew
contains 100% malt, 100% noble bitterness aromatic
hops, and no pasteurization.

CLAUSTHALER GRAPEFRUIT
N/A Fruit Beer
0.5% abv
The ultimate refreshment in Non-Alcoholic beers! A perfect
blend of Clausthaler Original NA and Grapefruit Drink
made with all natural ingredients.
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50L Keg

4/6/11.2oz Btl. #30073

#22078

IMPORT BRANDS

DUCHESSE DE BOURGOGNE CHERRY

6/4/11.2 Btl.

#28062

20L Keg

#28063

Flemmish Red Ale
6.8% abv
Duchesse Cherry is a blend of 1 & 2 year-old Duchesse
de Bourgogne with local, sour cherries added to the
maturing beer. The malt beverage is aged in oak casks,
utilizing whole cherries from the Limburg region of
Belgium, as opposed to cherry syrup that is sometimes
used in cherry beer production. Duchesse Cherry truly
lives up to its name!

EGGENBERG HELLE WEIZEN

6/4/16.9oz Can #--------

Hefeweizen
5.0% abv
Inspired by the delicate wheat beers of Bavaria,
Eggenberg’s newest release is a full-bodied and openfermented hefeweizen brewed with both sunny days and
snowy nights (on the slopes) in mind. Waves of banana
and clove coat the palate as you’d expect any traditional
Bavarian wheat beer to, but the hint of bubble gum that
lingers behind is the first sign that just one sip of
this beer won’t be enough.

EGGENBERG PINK GRAPEFRUIT RADLER

6/4/16.9oz Can #12085

Radler
2.5% abv
An updated version of the traditional lemon-flavored
radlers, this time made with natural pink grapefruit juice,
with the perfect amount of natural bitterness to set it
apart from the sweetness of sodas.

EGGENBERG SAMICHLAUS

6/4/11.2oz Can #20019

Doppelbock
14.0% abv
Brewed only once a year on Dec. 6th, Samichlaus is aged
for a full 10 months before bottling. Aroma and palate
match step-for-step with light malty notes of vanilla, toffee,
chocolate, oak - suggesting matured
brandy in its character.
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IMPORT BRANDS

EINBECKER MAI-UR-BOCK

2/5L Keg

#26091

30L Keg

#36083

Maibock
6.5% abv
This traditional Spring bock is designed to have
a more refreshing, bright character than its Fall
cousin. Hops and malt duel for attention in the
palate, followed by a dry finish.

GAFFEL LEMON RADLER

6/4/16.9oz Can #--------

Radler
2.4% abv
A 50/50 mix of Gaffel Kölsch and lemonade. Radler gets
its name from German cyclist Xaver Kugler. Enjoy anytime
for the perfect thirst quencher!

GAFFEL KÖLSCH

6/4/16.9oz Can #10476 24/11.2oz Btl. #10473

Kölsch
4.8% abv 25 ibu
This beer combines the smoothness of a lager with
a subtle fruitiness and floral qualities of an ale;
producing a remarkably light and refreshing beer that
must be tasted to be apprecited.

HOFBRÄU MAIBOCK
Maibock
7.2% abv
Hofbräu Maibock has the longest pedigree of all
Munich’s Bocks. Its aromatic flavor and alcoholic
content of approximately 7.2% by volume makes it
one of the best creations from Hofbräu’s brewing
kettles. Hofbräu Maibock marks one of the high
points in the beer-lover’s calendar!
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4/6/11.2oz Btl. #10968 50L Keg

#10957

IMPORT BRANDS

HOFBRÄU KELLER

50L Keg

#10975

Unfiltered Lager
5.1% abv 24 ibu
This beer has a shimmering, opalescent look and
pours to an amber hue and a fine-poured head. The
bottom-fermented classic offers a hoppy aroma with
a touch of fruitiness. It is refreshing, sparkling drink
with estery notes and a subtly hoppy finish.

HOFBRÄU SESSION LAGER

6/4/16.9oz Can

#11121

Session Lager
3.3% abv
This low ABV is the perfect German import to crush,
session after session.

KÖNIG ZWICKL

6/4/16.9oz Can #--------

50L Keg

#--------

Zwickl
5.3% abv
Premium, aromatic hop varieties, special caramel malts,
and extended aging at low temperatures make this ambercolored Zwickl and unfiltered specialty beer that is
both delicate and mild.

KÖNIG GRAPEFRUIT RADLER

6/4/16.9oz Can #--------

Radler
1.9% abv
Original Konig Pilsener blended with high quality grapefruit
juice to make this a quenchable radler!
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IMPORT BRANDS

LINDEMANS OUDE KRIEK

12/12oz Btl.

# 35522

12/750mL Btl. # 35554

25L Keg
#35500
12/12oz Btl.
#35510
6/4/8.5oz Btl. #35511

20L Keg
#35507
12/750mL Btl. #35505

Old-Style Cherry Lambic 7.0% abv 18 ibu

As Oude Kriek opens up on the drinker’s palate,
the acidic tartness and sweetness of the cherries
unfold into a medley of flavors and textures
including tartness from the cherries, notes of berry,
anise, lemon peel, sherry, and chewiness from the
presence of cherry skin left over from the addition
of whole cherries during primary fermentation.

LINDEMANS FRAMBOISE
Raspberry Fruit Lambic
2.5% abv
Magnificent aroma, delicate palate of raspberries
with undertones of fruit acidity; elegant, sparkling
clean natural taste.

PLANK HELLER WEIZENBOCK
Wheat Doppelbock
7.8% abv 15 ibu
Dark dolfen hue with a thick white head. Notes of honey,
caramel, and citrus. also, phenols banana, vanilla,a nd
clove with a gentle hint of hops.

PLANK HEFEWEIZEN
Bavarian Wheat Beer
5.2% abv
A stunning snow-white head delicately sits atop the
honey-orange hefeweizen. A playful, but not overwhelming
carbonation slowly ascends the glass, giving the beer a
persistant cap throughout drinking.
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6/4/16.9oz Can #24100 50L Keg
30L Keg
30L Wood Keg

6/4/16.9oz Can #24106

#24092
#24091
#24090

IMPORT BRANDS

PLANK DUNKLER WEIZENBOCK
Wheat Doppelbock
7.8% abv 14 ibu
Dark brown with a luscious tan head, this beer has notes
of plums, figs, dark caramel, banana, with a
touch of nuttiness.

RADEBERGER ZWICKEL

6/4/16.9oz Can #24198 50L Keg
30L Keg
30L Wood Keg

#24089
#24088
#24087

4/6/16.9oz Can #30083 50L Keg

#30061

6/4/16.9oz Can #23828

#36862
#23516

Zwickelbier
5.0% abv
Radeberger Zwickel is removed from the tanks
immediately before filtration, the last step before
bottling. It still contains suspended particles of yeast
and protein. This slightly cloudy beer from a special
dispensing device called a “Zwickelhahn”; a testing
tap, to the delight of all those who love this fresh,
quaffable “Zwickel” beer!

REISSDORF KÖLSCH
Kölsch
4.8% abv
Designed to be pale of color, and soft on the palate,
this Kölsch beer is restrained on fruitiness, with a
delicate dryness in the finish. “Reissdorf Kölsch” is
a “session style” beer served in its typical 7oz
glass in the wee-hours after work.

50L Keg
2/5L Keg

6/4/11.2oz Btl. #23517

12/11.2oz Btl. # 27999
ROCHEFORT TRIPLE EXTRA
Belgian Tripel
8.1% abv
In 1920, well before the production of the famous Trappist
Rochefort 6-8-10 in the 1950s, the monks at Rochefort
brewed an extra-strong blonde beer and continued
brewing it for several years. Now, 100 years later
the monks are very happy to offer a strong blonde
beer inspired by the original recipe:
The Trappist Rochefort Triple Extra.
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IMPORT BRANDS

SCHÖFFERHOFER HAPPY PACK 12PK

2/12/11.2oz Can #30100

Fruit Hefeweizen Variety
2.5% abv
Schöfferhofer Hefeweizen Mix is the unique combination
of 50% Schöfferhofer unfiltered Hefeweizen blended with
50% fruit juice with added natural flavors. Unleash your
tastebuds and drink ice cold right from the stylish can!

SCHÖFFERHOFER JUICY PINEAPPLE

4/6/11.2 oz Can #30101

Fruit Hefeweizen
2.5% abv
The unique combination of sparkling smooth
Schooferhofer unfiltered Hefeweizen beer with natural
pineapple drink. The refreshing blend is the perfect
balance of tropical sweet and tart.

ST. BERNARDUS WITBIER
Witbier
5.5% abv
This traditional Witbier (Wheat beer) has been
developed in cooperation with Master Brewer Pierre
Celis, the Godfather of Hoegaarden and Celis White.
This beer as well has a second fermentation in the
bottle, giving this beer its specific taste.
NOW AVAILABLE IN CANS.

STIEGL GRAPEFRUIT
Grapefruit Radler
2.0% abv
Stiegl Goldbräu is blended with real grapefruit juice
soda giving it a distinct tart aroma and natural
cloudiness. Low in calories and alcohol makes this
an ideal thirst quencher!
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6/4/11.2oz Btl. #27989

20L Keg
#27987
6/4/11.2oz Can #28061

12/750mL Btl. #27988

6/4/16.9oz Can #11313 50L Keg

#11269

IMPORT BRANDS

STIEGL HIMBEERE

6/4/16.9oz Can #11301

Raspberry Radler
2.0% abv
Fresh raspberry juice gives Himbeere its striking
bright-pink color and aroma of fresh jam. The blend
of Stiegl Goldbräu shines through the delicate
raspberry making the beer slightly more effervescent
than grapefruit and lemon radler.

STIEGL ZITRONE

6/4/16.9oz Can #11346 50L Keg

#11347

12/750mL
6/4/12oz Btl.

#40866
#40881
#40893

Lemon Radler
2.0% abv
This thirst quencher with real lemon juice satisfies
your senses with its sparkling and invigorating taste.
Straw glow, naturally cloudy, reminiscent of citrus,
revitalizing sparkle, invigorating taste of real lemons,
refreshing thirst quencher.

UNIBROUE BLANCHE DÉ CHAMBLY
Witbier
5.0% abv 10 ibu
The Blanche is only partially filtered so that it retains
the full benefits of its natural ingredients. This gives
it the cloudy appearance that was characteristic of
pale beers in the Middle Ages. While it is naturally
of a champagne color, it appears white because of
the fresh yeast in suspension. It is produced from an
interesting blend of unmalted Quebec wheat and pale
barley malt, to which spices and natural aromatics are
added, along with a light hopping.

#40810
#40886

20L Keg
1/2 bbl Keg
6/4/16oz Can
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STIEGL HELL
Helles Lager
4.5% abv
The crystal-clear pale color is the first hint that
this bottom-fermented lager will be crisp and
bright in flavor. The quality of regionally sourced
malts are highlighted in soft bready notes that
give the beer its structure. Brewed with 100%
aroma hops, Stiegl Hell finishes with a slight
bite that is balanced by a subtle acidity and
smooth carbonation.

50L Keg

#11396

6/4/16.9oz Can

#11395

COMING SOON!
EGGER ZITRONENRADLER
Lemon Radler

2.5% abv

The Egger lemon beer mix contains of equal parts Egger lager
beer and sugar-freelemonade. With 2.5% alcohol by volume and a
5.6 ° Plato original gravity, it is the specialty for calorie-conscious
connoisseurs who not only refresh on hot days.

COMING SOON!
EGGER PFIRSICH RADLER
Peach Radler

2.1% abv

It is a fruity beer with sweet and fresh peach juice. 60% peach juice
and 40% beer. Hazy golden hue with a smaller white head. Not too
sugary sweet. On the nose peachy with some minimal
hints of bitterness which is light in body.
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